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1. Executive Summary

In September 2015, Madrid – the capital of Spain – initiated a participatory democracy project, Decide Madrid (Madrid decides), to enable participatory strategic planning for the municipality. Six month after, Barcelona – the second largest city in Spain and capital of Catalonia – began its own participatory democracy project, decidim.barcelona (Barcelona we decide) in February 2016. Both cities use the same free software platform as a base, and are guided by the same political vision.

The success of these initiatives and the strong political vision behind them have spawned plenty of other initiatives in the country – especially in Catalonia – that are working to emulate the two big cities. These cities are sharing free-software-based technology, procedures and protocols, their reflections – both on open events and formal official meetings. What began as a seemingly one-time project has grown in scale.

Available open documentation suggests that decidim.barcelona has increased the amount of information in the hands of the citizens, and gathered more citizens around key issues. There has been an increase in participation, with many citizen created proposals being widely supported, legitimated and accepted to be part of the municipality strategic plan. As pluralism has been enhanced without damaging the existing social capital, we can only think that the increase of participation has led to an improvement of democratic processes, especially in bolstering legitimacy around decision making. A meta-project has indeed opened the design and development of the project itself to the citizens themselves. This can be summarized in four key points:

- Deliberation becomes the new democracy standard
- Openness becomes the pre-requisite for deliberation
- Accountability and legislative footprint emerge as an important by-product to achieve legitimacy
- Participation leads to more pluralism and stronger social capital, which fosters deliberation, thus closing the (virtuous) circle of deliberative democracy.

What remains to be analyzed is the strength and stability of the new relationships of power and how exactly these will challenge the preceding systemic structures and lead to newer ones. The culture of participation was hitherto scarce and mainly dealt with managing the support of citizens in top-down type initiatives. Changing the mindset implied turning many of the departments and processes of the City Council upside down – a need for new coordination structures, a new balance between the central administration and the districts, a speeding up of the slow tempos of the administration, and new ways to manage public-private partnerships.

Using Anthony Giddens’ Structuration theory, this case study examines the e-participation initiative of the City Council of Barcelona (Spain), decidim.barcelona. The study analyzes the inception and first use of decidim.barcelona for the strategic plan of the municipality in the years 2016-2019.

The case of the participatory process of the City Council of Barcelona to co-design, along with the citizens, the strategic plan 2016-2019 of the municipality is an important milestone, both in the local politics of the region, and in Spanish politics in general. It embodied the demands of the many that took to the streets in May 2011. The grassroots movement in Barcelona self-organized and won the local elections in May 2015, bringing their hacker and technopolitics ethos to the forefront of local politics. Not only does the way participatory process of early 2016 was put into practice matter, but also how it was technically designed and integrated into the core of policy making in sustainable and replicable ways. This is evidenced in the widespread adoption of this model across

1 For an introduction to technopolitics, please see Alcazán et al. (2012), Jurado Gilabert (2013), Toret (2013), Monterde (2015), Kurban et al. (2016)
other Spanish cities and also by supra-municipal entities. The model, and the tool, is being replicated by Localret (a consortium of Catalan municipalities) and the Barcelona County Council. Both these institutions will replicate the initiative (participation model and technological platform) in other municipalities, while also creating a coordination team to share experiences and methodologies or prioritize needs for improvement.

The 180° turn that decidim.barcelona represents in governance goes beyond just “listening” to citizens and “giving them a voice”. In this case, citizens are:
- Invited to design and improve upon the participatory process
- Invited to contribute proposals that will be debated and could translate into binding legislation (provided some technical and social thresholds are reached).
- Invited to monitor and assess both the process in its procedures as in its outcomes (in what has been called the Metadecidim initiative).

This has been done not by substituting other channels of participation but by improving the traditional ways to engage in local politics (face-to-face, channeled through civil society organizations or other institutions) by complementing them with new ICT-mediated mechanisms.

This case study is divided into three main sections. First, we examine the institutionalization of the ethos of the 15M Spanish Indignados movement, the context building up to the decidim.barcelona initiative. In the next section the methodology, the case, its design and philosophy are discussed in greater detail. Anthony Giddens’ Structuration theory and Bruno Latour’s Actor-Network theory are unpacked here. In the final section, the results of the project are analyzed and the shifts of the initiative in meaning, norms and power, both from the government and the citizen end are discussed.

2. Context

2.1 From the Disenchantment of Politics 2.0 to the 15M Spanish Indignados Movement

On March 11, 2004, Spain suffered the worst terrorist attack in its history. Al-Qaeda claimed the lives of almost 200 people in Madrid, after bombing several trains during rush hour. The event happened three days before the Spanish general elections for parliament (the outcome of which decides the Prime Minister). Also, the attack occurred one year after the government of Spain had supported the invasion of Iraq against the will of almost the entire Spanish population (Traficantes de Sueños, 2004).

From 2004 to 2011, the Spanish political arena became a continuum of several citizen initiatives where ICTs played a major role, especially, in allowing citizens to access extra-institutional information and circumvent state institutions to coordinate and engage in political action. Realizing that horizontal communication was a real possibility, platforms, groups, gatherings – all kinds of extra-representative and extra-institutional ways of organizing flourished during the years, weaving a large but distributed network of activists who self-organized and harmonized their ideas, protocols, tools and procedures.

In May 15, 2011, this culminated into the 15M Spanish Indignados movement. Hundreds of

2 "Extra-representational actions are activities in which, even if participants can equally be trying to reach an institutional agent as the target of a demand, the action is realized in parallel to the institutional framework” (Cantijoch, 2009). That is, many citizens moved away from institutions (governments, political parties, mainstream media outlets, labour unions, non-profits) to get information or to influence the public agenda, and self-organized instead.
thousands took to the streets and squares of dozens of cities in Spain, demanding better democracy, by camping for a full month to the cry of “they do not represent us” or “real democracy now.” The reasons that brought citizens out to the streets—and, later on, to local assemblies—were many—financial crisis, housing crisis, high unemployment rates, lack of job prospects for young people, corruption, and a sense of lack of political legitimacy of democratic institutions. One of the clearest demands of the movement was the improvement of democratic processes and institutions, especially by increasing transparency, accountability and participation. Ideas of direct democracy, deliberative democracy and liquid democracy were intensively brought to the public agenda, often times by using prototypes to use open, public data, building ICT-mediated decision-making platforms, and/or by making arcane information publicly available and accessible to enable whistle-blowing against corruption (Calvo et al., 2011; Castells, 2012; Holmberg, 2012).

2.1.1 The Movements Enter the Institutions

In the short term, the 15M had little effect. It only marginally affected the municipal elections of May 2011 (Anduiza et al. 2012), among other things because of the nearness of the events. Some effects were the increase of null and blank votes, and the clear shift of votes from the two major parties to minority/alternative ones. Notwithstanding this, the movement did contribute to strengthening the network of citizens who were very active but outside of institutions; totally ignoring other organized civil society organizations such as NGOs and labor unions, not to speak of political parties.

The local elections of 2015 brought about significant changes in many city councils, with the emergence of parties that were a result of the institutionalization of some currents within the 15M Indignados Movement—Madrid, Barcelona, and Cadiz, to name a few. While these cities were popularly known as “cities of change” (as popularly referred to in Spanish media) there were also other municipalities that seized the chance to foster participation in the genuine belief that it was about time to open up institutions, thus answering to increasingly strong demands for openness, transparency and accountability.

These new local governments took office in an environment of strong digital development but weak participatory culture—arguably caused by the many legal and political barriers to political engagement (Peña-López, 2017). As data from the World Economic Forum’s Networked Readiness Index shows, the overall digital performance of Spain is adequate. But unsupportive economic and political frameworks usually drag the country down in the global rankings. The indicators under the readiness sub-index perform quite well, including those on individual usage. Technology is used extensively by people in the country. But the political and regulatory environment, business usage and economic impact remain low, and government usage and social impact only marginally higher.

The relative slow development of the digital economy is in stark contrast to the strong advancement of the digital government. In the public sector, Spain has made big efforts not to lag behind digital leaders in terms of public e-readiness and e-government. As data from UNPAN’s e-Government Survey (2016) shows, these efforts have had very good results both in terms of absolute values (as measured by e-government and e-participation indices) and in terms of its relative position in the global ranking.

Despite the fact that participation is generally—and increasingly—agreed to be a good thing, the reality is that as a concept it still belongs to an industrial era conception that is almost exclusively

3 http://www.democraciarealya.es/manifiesto-comun/
4 Quickly designed and released digital tools that worked for real, with the purpose to proof that a specific goal or task could easily be achieved.
5 Baller et al, 2016
6 In 2016, Spain scored 0.81 in e-Government and 0.93 in e-Participation, ranking respectively 17th and 7th. See also Peña-López, 2017
institution-led and discrete. There is no continuum of participation, merely isolated initiatives where citizen voice is channeled into governance (Peña-López, 2011a).

Literature shows that the crisis of participation and representation is increasingly pushing citizens outside of institutional politics (Fuster & Subirats, 2012) and into new kinds of organizations (Peña-López, et al., 2014; Espelt et al., 2016) which are strong in digital and social media (Sádaba, 2012). But, they fail at being able to establish a dialogue with the institutions of representative democracy in order to move towards reform of the former (Font et al., 2012).

2.2 Decide Madrid, Decidim.barcelona

Madrid – from late 2015 – and Barcelona – from early 2016 – both engaged in a participatory process based on the open source solution CONSUL\(^7\). CONSUL is the web software developed by the City Council of Madrid to support its strategy for open government and e-participation. It was later adopted by Barcelona county\(^8\) for their own strategies. As part of this, Barcelona also contributed to the software development of the platform and added several new features to the project core.

While the former (Decide Madrid) mostly focuses on particular proposals and participatory budgeting, the second one (decidim.barcelona) has been used as a supporting tool to draft the strategic plan of the city for 2016-2019. Both city governments have ambitious plans to make the platforms the axis for all decision making of the city, where the citizen will have a personal profile through which they can propose, engage with, and monitor all the activities, topics, etc. that they might be interested in.

The success of the initiatives and the strong political vision behind them have had a cascading effect, leading to other initiatives working to emulate the two big cities, especially in Catalonia. They are sharing their free-software-based technology, their procedures and protocols, their reflections both on open events as in formal official meetings. What began as a one-time project, has grown in scale There are serious plans under way to adopt the vision at a regional level, led by the Barcelona County Council, and at the Spanish State level, with several municipalities replicating it.

Of course, the big question is whether this has had a transformative impact in the democratic culture of Spain.

2.2.1 The Barcelona Strategic Plan (PAM) 2012-2015

Autumn 2015 was especially hectic in terms of city planning for the city council of Barcelona. The local elections had taken place in May that year and the new mayor appointed a month later, giving way to the typical ‘100 days’ for the new government to take the lead of the city council.

Two strong reasons prompted a rewriting of the strategic plan of the municipality: 1. the important change in the government: from a center-right wing “establishment” party to a far-left “grassroots” one, 2. The imminent expiry of the strategic plan 2012-2015. The government thus began the procedures to create the new strategic plan for the city, with an aim to make it participatory and have strong digital components, both in terms of administrative management and citizen input. Given the party now in office was the heir of the 15M Spanish Indignados movement and had intensively and espoused the deep technopolitics ethos at its core, it was expected that it would leverage the potential of e-participation for the design of the new strategic plan.

\(^7\) https://github.com/consul/consul
\(^8\) Barcelona county is an administrative division that comprises the city of Barcelona and 310 other municipalities. It has an independent government body elected by the local representatives of all the municipalities
The PAM 2012-2015, the strategic plan of the municipality (in the Catalan acronym for pla d’actuació municipal) for the previous term was already ambitious for its time especially in comparison with other major cities. It intensively used ICTs both for informing citizens and for gathering their opinion and was quite successful according to available data (tecnopolítica.net, 2015a). Indeed, almost one third of total citizen contributions to the PAM 2012-2015 were made by individual citizens through virtual platforms, mostly the official website with a few other contributions made through social networking sites.

As discussed in the last section, though, both the design and the patterns of participation were quite different from what decidim.barcelona implied for the makings of the PAM 2016-2019, it is important to highlight that Barcelona citizens had already had an interesting and successful experience with e-participation at the highest level – the municipality strategic plan for – which was not only boosted by the events of 2011, but also by a serious commitment of the City Council to emphasize participation in city planning and government-citizen relationships.

### 2.3 Strategic Vision Behind E-participation in Spanish Municipalities

The City Council of Barcelona clearly defines (Ajuntament de Barcelona, 2015) the goals of the participative process of decidim.barcelona:

1. To elaborate upon the PAM and the PAD (the strategic plan of the municipality and the districts, respectively) for 2016-2019 with the active participation of the citizenry, in an open, transparent and networked fashion.
2. To give a leading voice to the citizenry of Barcelona.
3. To give a voice to the neighbourhoods of the city so that the city becomes the city of the neighbourhoods and takes their voice into account when it comes to city planning.
4. To collect proposals that come from plural and diverse opinions and interests.
5. To foster the participation of the least active collectives or collectives facing additional more difficulties/barriers to.
6. To foster a culture of active participation, of collective construction of the government of the city and citizen democracy.
7. To strengthen the foundations for future processes of citizen participation.

These goals are in line with the ethos of the Spanish Indignados Movement and the demands for better democracy in Spain, which was the central philosophy of political parties, like Ahora Madrid in Madrid and Barcelona en Comú in Barcelona, that took office in the Spanish local elections of 2015. There are three aspects which are worth highlighting still in the field of the vision behind decidim.barcelona.

The first is the stress on “providing tools that work for the democratic debate” (Ajuntament de Barcelona, 2015). This statement is interesting for two reasons. One it puts democratic debate, and deliberation, at the center of the project. That is, it is not focussed on making proposals, but facilitating deliberation. This is quite different from what Barcelona did in its PAM 2012-2015, and it is different from the Basque Country’s experience with Irekia, both of them more intended to “listen” to citizens, while decidim.barcelona’s purpose was, over all, to let citizens talk and debate among themselves. Second, the technological and procedural factor is explicitly mentioned under “tools” – digital platforms, events, facilitation by experts, knowledge management tools. Provision of tools is noted as a major concern in order to promote deliberation and this concern is deeply connected with the aim to foster “self-organization, autonomy and empowerment of the citizen” (Ajuntament de Barcelona, 2015). This has been a game changer in politics, in Spain in particular, where institutions have traditionally been very eager to keep power to themselves.
Thirdly, through this process, “transversal participation of people and interests” and “participation in common spaces and networks” can happen. In other words, the project will foster community building without damaging existing social capital, such associations or organizations and inputs of experts.

The structure of the whole process aims at making this possible in three phases (Figure 1). Phase 1 will prioritize traditional bodies for participation and channeling the voice of institutions and organizations; phase 2 will be open to citizen participation; and phase 3 will collect all the proposals, work on them and present a final document to be approved by the plenary of the City Council.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the Participatory Process in Decidim.barcelona.

These three phases allow for a process that is:
- Traceable, so that its complete footprint can be drawn and made public in real time.
- Built collectively, by all the possible actors in the city who can participate from and in different places.
- Transparent, not only in terms of its final outputs – achieved through traceability – but also in the tools that are implicated in the process. Indeed, it is a free software project, from the technological tools to the procedures applied in each phase.
- Committed to the citizen and emphasizes feedback to all the participants.

To spark the debate, the City Council produced a document along with a plan to debate and discuss it at least in 50 topic-related events and 200 district-centered events. To enable the discussion and deliberation around the PAM, two main instruments were created: the PAM-PAD Office and the decidim.barcelona platform.

The aim of the PAM-PAD Office was to support the whole process and to host a technical commission to accompany it. This commission is made up of a referent from each district and one from each thematic area from the City Council, its main goal being the design of spaces of participation and coordination and monitoring of the whole process. In addition, a professional team of facilitators was set up to optimize interactions with the citizens and deliberation sessions.

The decidim.barcelona platform in turn, would become the central piece of the whole knowledge management system and run the participation process end to end. Besides holding all the proposals that the institutions, organizations or individual citizens makes, the platform also enables making new proposals, sharing them with other citizens, debating them and providing arguments.

---

9 As it will be discussed afterwards, these figures ended up being quite higher
10 Proposals can be submitted directly into the website, or be made at a face-to-face event, agreed upon and then a
in favour or against a given proposal, explicitly support them (tacit referendum), coordinate face-to-face events or and monitor proposals.

2.4 Norms informing e-participation

Most, if not all norms informing the participation processes are explicit, in concurrence with the ethos of the social movements that held up the political parties – quality democracy, transparency, citizen participation and deliberation. Of top priority is the total traceability of the process and of each and every proposal. Every citizen is able to know at any given time what the state of their proposal is, which can be in one of the following stages:

1. Proposal just submitted.
2. Technical acceptance, that is, the proposal is feasible, both in technical as in legal terms.
3. Political acceptance, that is, the proposal fits into the general priorities established for the PAM 2016-2019.
4. Inclusion into the PAM, or, in other words, translation of the proposal into an action – which can be made up by a single proposal or similar or complementary ones.

In addition to the traceability of the proposals, there is also total transparency on how the process works and at what stage in the process it is in.

Last, but not least, participation is fully open: any citizen of the city can participate. Indeed, participation is extended to any individual in the world. In order to increase deliberation, non-citizens can participate in the debates and submit new proposals, the only difference being that only citizens can vote on proposals. The deliberation is richer as more people gather for a debate, but only denizens can really vote or prioritize the proposals that will eventually become actions and be put into practice.

3. Methodology

3.1 Theoretical Framework

The analysis of decidim.barcelona is informed by Giddens’ Structuration theory (Giddens, 1986). In his approach, Giddens takes a social system both as an exogenous variable as well as an endogenous one. That is, the social system is not only a given context, but also an instrument of change where an outcome of change is the transformation of the system itself. A system can be understood as having characteristics of a structure, but it is not structure. This dualistic approach to structure and its relationship with the system has a parallel in action and agents, where the former are understood as realization of the capability of the latter to perform these actions. Thus, agency is important in the sense that it contributes to structures that shape the perception of a system and embed in them the relationships of power and domination, signification and shared meanings, and legitimation of rules and domination.

Turner (1986), in his review of Structuration theory (1986), draws out the relationship between the key elements or concepts in the theory of structuration. It is interesting to note how, among many other things, structure is both directly and indirectly related with the reflexive monitoring by agents, which can directly affect structure itself, but are also indirectly (instrumentally) related to it through a long chain of relationships. The adoption of technology, especially when done collectively by a group, can be analyzed from the framework of Structuration theory. Poole & DeSanctis (1989) theorized how the appropriation process of a given technology by a group can be shaped as a derivative of Giddens’s theory, what they call Adaptive Structuration Theory. A simple scheme of representative of the collective or a reporter will upload it to the website
this theory provided by Gopal et al. (1993), was improved by DeSanctis and Poole (1994) to note where social interaction for the appropriation of structures comes to the forefront of the whole process.

But *decidim.barcelona* is not only a process of structural appropriation in technology, but is also an exercise of e-democracy, where two different processes happen at the same time: the ones related with social structures and the “social system” and those related with the appropriation of technology and the “technological system”. Parvez (1986) provides an interesting “double structuration loop” that does take into consideration this double nature (social or political, technological) of structure. Poler et al. (2016) use Structuration to put forth an integrated model for e-participation, in this case interesting because it succeeds to cope the double nature of government- and citizen-led participation. This case study’s approach to *decidim.barcelona* has benefited both from Parvez’s double loop as from (Porwol et al. forthcoming) top down vs. bottom up integrated model for e-Participation.

This framework, though, would be incomplete if we believe that this is a mostly technopolitical initiative and that technopolitics are rooted in the very nature of the network society (Castells, 2004; 2007; 2012). In other words, actors use technology in ways that transcend their meaning as tools, becoming spaces, actors or reshaping the system that was once an exogenous variable.

Here, Actor-Network theory (Latour, 2005; 2011) could be helpful. Indeed, in the core of Actor-Network theory lies the idea that agents perform their actions not only within a system, but by being a system themselves. Or, to try to integrate Latour with Giddens, creating network-like structures. Thapa (2014) summarizes Actor-Network Theory in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor (or actant)</th>
<th>Heterogeneous network of aligned interest, including people, organizations, and standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actor-Network</td>
<td>Creating body of allies, human and nonhuman, through a process of translating their interests to be aligned with the actor-network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolliment and Translation</td>
<td>Delegates are actors who “stand in and speak for” particular viewpoints which have been inscribed in them, e.g., software as frozen organizational discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegates and Inscription</td>
<td>The degree to which it is subsequently impossible to go back to point where alternative possibilities exists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irreversibility</td>
<td>A frozen network element, often with properties of irreversibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Box</td>
<td>Network element with strong properties of irreversibility, and effects which transcend time and place, e.g., software standards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: A Summary of Actor-Network Theory.*

Actor-Network Theory has been successfully applied to online communities (Mezzolla Pedersen, 2011) and to the analysis of authoritarian regimes and social movements making intensive use of ICTs (Heeks & Seo-Zindy, 2013).

### 3.2 Data Collection

Data for the study analysis was collected in four ways. First, documentation on *decidim.barcelona*
including technical reports, official reports and some dissemination outputs was accessed\textsuperscript{11}. Research began some weeks prior to the project launch through a collaboration with the research team behind the political design of the platform\textsuperscript{12}. Websites and web pages were also studied as part of this.

Secondly, direct observation of the activity on the website was conducted, by creating a user profile and following initiatives between December 2015 from draft versions and prototypes which went on onto the live website on February 2016 and commenced in December 2016.

Thirdly, participant observation in events including importantly, the \textit{Metadecidim} conference, on 25-26 November 2016, in which the \textit{Metadecidim} project was launched to foster participation on the design and improvement of the platform. This participation initiative came at a time when the upgraded version of the digital platform was about to be recoded almost from scratch (winter 2016-2017).

Lastly, semi-structured interviews were conducted with politicians (1), project officers (2) and citizens (2). The rich material available online and collected at events made it possible to gather the impressions and views of a total of 17 key informants – policy-makers, project officers, methodology designers, developers, graphic and User Experience (UX) designers and evaluators.

For data analysis, the analytical matrix designed by Gurumurthy \textit{et al} (2016) was used and further adapted, following the literature review and preliminary approach to the decidim.barcelona initiative. This adaptation can be seen in Annex 1. An adapted version of the matrix is reproduced in Annex 2, with data of this research in a brief, schematic way.

4. Analysis

4.1 Impact of Decidim.barcelona in Participation: Activity, Actors and New Actors

It is too soon to assess the impact of \textit{decidim.barcelona} – the project began in February 2016 and closed its participatory phase only in April 2016. But available data already provides evidence on two aspects: the quantitative changes in participation, and shifts and qualitative changes both at the level of expectations and in terms of as in some actual achievements of the program. There has been a 150% increase in the number of citizens that took part in the different deliberations and by submitting proposals. If 26,989 citizens took part in the PAM 2012-2015, more than 42,000\textsuperscript{13} participated in the PAM 2016-2019.

The number of proposals, though, decreased from 17,751 in 2012 to 10,859 in 2016, which is a decrease of almost 40\%, more significant, if we factor in the increase of participants. But the devil is in the details. In 2012, if we leave aside communal events and organizations, individual participation was unidirectional and most people submitted a preconfigured ballot\textsuperscript{14} in which they would explain their proposal. Thus, there was no debate, no deliberation, no comments among peers. But with the new system, there is the possibility to have real deliberation and the ability to actually see what other citizens submitted, to comment on others’ proposals, to highlight the pros and cons of every proposal and even support it. This has enriched debate thus promoting fewer

\textsuperscript{11} This information has been gathered and listed in the references section.
\textsuperscript{12} See Peña-López, 2015.
\textsuperscript{13} This is the most accurate figure published so far. Some other sources elevate it to almost 47,000, though they may include organizations, whose figure is circa 1,700.
\textsuperscript{14} Ballots were printed to be used as a template for citizens. The ballot featured a form with pre-set fields that citizens would fill in with their proposals. It made things easier, but also less flexible.
proposals but ones that are better defined and usually supported by several citizens. In rough numbers, there were 165,087 proposal supports, 18,191 comments and 13,210 comment ‘supports’. In total, the organization counts up to 220,000 interactions, adding face-to-face and digital interactions including proposals, comments, debates, supports, votes and face-to-face interventions. This represents a big change in participation mechanisms: how deliberation decreases dispersion and, at the same time, increases the likelihood of quality proposals.

Owing to this and importantly the commitment of the City Council, 70% of proposals have been accepted to be part of the strategic plan of the municipality under 1,467 strategic actions. It is worth mentioning that 1,300 proposals came from the City Council and its electoral program (which was also created collaboratively).

One concern was how to avoid a crowding out effect, where individual (digital) participation could replace institutionalized participation through civic society organizations. To avoid this, 412 face-to-face events were organized. These events added up to 13,614 participations to the process and represented 43% of all participants. This ensured that the centralization of management – but not the activity in the digital platform – was compatible with a proactive important role for civic organizations.

This aspect marked a change from 2012, where the break up was just the opposite. In the previous participation process, 56% of the participation was channeled through civic organizations or institutionalized events. On the contrary, only 38% of the citizens did it by using the ballot and other ways (websites, social networks, paper) through which it could be submitted. Notwithstanding this, the number of proposals coming from individuals rose to 60%. This means, more people participated through associations, but more proposals came from individuals. The latter is coherent with the findings in the new process: organized deliberation leads to fewer proposals, but better defined and with much more civic support than punctual participation.

Last, but not least, there was the danger that centralizing participation would be in favour of “city proposals” and in detriment of “district proposals.” In the end, 42% of the proposals where at the city level, while the remaining 58% where at the district level. Again, having worked (a) face-to-face and (b) with organizations (which could work face-to-face or virtually) most probably helped strike a balance between city and district level proposals.

4.2 Inclusion and Exclusion from Participation in Decidim.barcelona

The City Council made strong efforts to avoid access from being a barrier to quality participation. While the digital platform was the central knowledge management back-office, it was not the only entry point. The 410 face-to-face events allowed citizens, social agents and associations to access information, discuss, make proposals, comment, support and diffuse them. Events were created by topic and distributed geographically, so a given topic could be discussed at a given district by any group or individual.

In addition, the “charts” of the Municipal Plan were put on the streets. The charts were mobile participation points that each district had at their disposal to complement the aforementioned spaces. These charts did a total of 265 routes. Lastly, the City Council campaigned hard to foster participation. Besides traditional news and diffusion outlets, 69 communication campaigns in social networking sites and five online debates with the representatives of the City Council were conducted.

In the end, around 1,700 organizations took place in the participation process, usually accompanied by the facilitators from the process office. The role of the organizations and the facilitators was crucial in avoiding exclusion of citizens due to digital access or skills, or other
factors (lack of time/interest in politics).

4.3 The Dangers of Technocentrism: Digerati, Goverati or New Participative Citizens?

Of course, fostering individual participation and citizen empowerment runs the risk of damage to the social tissue and harm to pre-existing traditional civic organizations, and privileging a certain segment of the population better equipped to engage in online participation. This can end up creating an elite digerati and/or goverati (Peña-López, 2011b).

While, decidim.barcelona has made a decisive movement towards equaling online and offline participation and moving the arena of engagement into virtual space, it has been done with an aim of digitization so that knowledge management is better, comprehensive, transparent and accessible. This does not impede the use of multiple offline entry points and is designed to ensure no one is left behind and are encouraged to participate. Examples of this include face-to-face events and profiles for organizations. Figure 2 shows the origin of the proposals (10,859) and their outcomes in the final strategic actions (1,467) grouped by theme (including the non-approved proposals). The figure tells two different stories.

On the one hand, it shows how the difficult balance between online and online participation was successfully achieved. By looking at the picture – and the data behind – it does not seem that the digital divide (which is real in Barcelona, especially a third level digital divide\textsuperscript{15}) significantly affected either participation or the final outcome.

Figure 2: Origin of the Proposals and Thematic actions

There is also a balance between individual participation and collective participation, including in the latter, institutional participation, civic organizations participation and participation in live face-to-face events. There are, though, two more stories to be told after Figure 2.

The first one is even if balances in the kind of participation – online vs. offline, individual vs. collective – were successfully achieved, it is true that the citizenry entering direct participation is a direct threat to pre-existing ways of collective participation, be them civil society organizations, local assemblies or similar gatherings. However, the fact that individuals could participate and have their proposals be included in the action plans also means that ICT-mediation can definitely end


\textsuperscript{16} The source of the data visualizations in this section was accessed in August 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2016 at https://decidim.barcelona/dataviz/
the monopoly of institutions, civic organizations and, most especially, political and local leathers behind them respectively.

The map of Barcelona in Figure 3 plots the number of proposals per inhabitant and number of ‘supports’ per inhabitant against household income, all of it for the ten districts in Barcelona. Although data has not been tested for significance, it does indicate a positive relationship between household income and the number of proposals per inhabitant, which is consistent with what the literature says about participation: that income correlates with engagement and empowerment\(^\text{17}\).

There also seems to be a negative relationship between the number of proposals per inhabitant and the number of ‘supports’ per inhabitant, showing an interesting pattern where a high amount of proposals could be crowding out deliberation. Either people can only devote their time to one thing (put up proposals or debate them) or too much information is a barrier for deliberation. Both aspects offer a gateway for further research.

**Figure 3: Participation Map by District and Household Income**

Source: Ajuntament de Barcelona (Darker grey means higher household income. White circles represent the number of proposals per inhabitant (of the district); black circles measure number of supports to initiatives per inhabitant)

The second story that Figure 2 tells us is about the outcomes of participation. It can easily be seen that individual contributions are more likely to fall in the field of wellbeing or ecological transition, while institutions seem more prone to target “higher level” or more strategic topics like global justice, plural economy or good government. In other words, the individual seems more to look at his/her own individual benefit, while institutions and organizations have a certain bias for the collective good. If this were true, the composition of participation, collective vs. individual does

\(^{17}\) We can see the exception to this “rule” in the district of Sarrià-Sant Gervasi, the big black district in the upper-left of the map – the wealthiest district in Barcelona, but that also features a high concentration of housekeeping workers and other related domestic services.
have an impact in the composition of the final strategic actions. This is a matter for consideration both for policy-makers and individual citizens and has also been addressed by the literature (e.g. the NIMBY phenomenon).

On the other hand, rejection level of proposals was also much higher in individual submissions (website or face-to-face events) than when represented by institutions or organizations. There are two explanations for this. First, institutions and organizations can be more effective in putting out well planned proposals, because of their internal structure, their knowledge of the field and the regulatory framework. Second, they carry legitimacy and their proposals are less likely to be rejected.

A last reflection is about trends. In e-government we are witnessing the increasing shift from offline to online entry points, leading to a virtual single-stop-shop. The trend is likely to be replicated in e-participation. decidim.barcelona has so far avoided it – has, in fact, fought this trend. But in the future, government leaders could favour a more complete transition towards digital environments. It would be worth remembering that nothing comes for free, and that new environments obey to different organizational, participation dynamics and rules.

4.4 Towards Newer, Flexible and Plural Structures of Power?

Figure 4 shows the map of tacit relationships amongst all participants in decidim.barcelona created through their interactions (comments, supports) in each and every proposal. The tension between marginalized groups and emancipated groups is evident. The diagram shows some clusters that represent institutions or organizations: the Barcelona City Council (big red dot in the lower-right side of the figure), associations of families of students in schools (green dot in the upper-middle, blue/green dot in the lower-left) or neighbor associations (purple dot in the upper-middle). Other clusters, though, are centred in individuals, such as the blue one in the upper-right or the green gone in the middle-left.

Of course, there are very few nodes (participants) not connected to any another node. This is, clearly, a major impact upon existing structures of power in the public sphere;

1. There is a network of networks, where almost everyone is connected and without intermediation.
2. The emergence of (digital) local leaders (experts) that cluster around them and other citizens making up a (sub)network that works as a tacit community or a tacit organization.

These two factors have to be taken into consideration in light of aspects mentioned above, like the increase in the weight in online participation in relation to offline participation, the (slight, but decisive and by design) decrease of the weight of organized or collective participation, the large volume of deliberation (absent in previous initiatives) or the change in the increasing volume of supports.

All this demonstrates that the initial vision to empower the citizen has translated into a real right to be heard, not just in the usual way (through representatives), but also without. This change in procedures has also had an impact both in composition of the outcome and in the structures of participation and in the power equations, amongst government, organizations and citizens.

There is a change in the number and type of actors that take part in the participatory process, and a change in how these actors interact, sometimes conforming para-institutions or informal communities that act as institutions as seen from the outside (Peña-López et al., 2014). How the change in the structures affects pluralism and diversity is difficult to tell, especially after just one participatory exercise.
Regardless, the difficult balance achieved by the government of Barcelona in preserving collective participation while opening the process to individuals seems to have benefited pluralism and diversity, as the origin of the proposals and thematic actions demonstrates (Figure 2). There seems to be a harmony between “establishment” networks in Figure 4, and new actors and new approaches, represented by myriad individual contributions and incipient clusters of citizens that collaborate on a given proposal. The entrance of new actors, without altering much of the status quo, would be a sign of increased pluralism and diversity. The number of interactions (more than 220,000) and the fact that circa 70% of the proposals were accepted would just reinforce this thought.

**Figure 4: Networks of interactions in decidim.barcelona**

Source: Ajuntament de Barcelona

4.5 Analysis: The Government Side

4.5.1 Shifts in Meaning: Institutional Mediation

What is new with decidim.barcelona at the government-end is the full awareness that ‘yet another participation process’ will not just re-engage citizens per se. Thus, the first shift in meaning is that participation has to mean (or has to have a certain degree of) a devolution of sovereignty. This implies higher degrees of (self-)governance by means of direct democracy. In this sense, a thoughtful adoption and application of ICTs into politics here directly contribute to citizen empowerment by complementing institutions of representative democracy. But the role of citizens is not only acting as a crutch for traditional politics. Transformative technopolitical movements enable citizens to have more informed deliberation and negotiation, leading to better evidence-based decision-making. These new roles especially affect agenda setting. If governments are
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perceived as failing to diagnose citizen issues and to find solutions to them, citizens will circumvent institutional channels. Some citizens—if not all—can make positive contributions on account of subject expertise, practitioner background and or being situated in the context.

In this sense, the relationship between public institutions and citizens changes with vertical structures giving way to more horizontal networked governance. But networks also shape institutional behavior and design. If citizens can be part of network governance, they will also be part of the governance of institutions thus affecting institutional design and, thus, agenda setting, deliberation and decision-making.

So, it is not only that the part in the City Council believes that participation is “good”, but that through active citizenship, citizens can regain control—sovereignty—over the processes and institutions that handle decision- and policy-making.

This participation, though, is not a substitute but a complement to “professional” (representative, institutional) politics. It is not necessarily a call for direct democracy or anarchism, but a new tool and a new space which can complement improve existing mechanisms like assemblies, hearings or plenaries.

4.5.2 Shifts in Meaning: ICT-mediation

This shift in meaning about citizen participation is partly borrowed from the free software movement and hacker ethics. The choice of having the platform behind decidim.barcelona a free software solution is deliberate. The interrelation between free software, hacker ethics and technopolitics is underscored. Indeed, there is the underlying idea that as everyone should be able to participate in politics, everyone should be able to participate in software development. This reflection extends to local governments. Again, it is not coincidental that decidim.barcelona is a political and technological adaptation of its predecessor in the capital of Spain, Decide Madrid.

There is a shift in understanding technological design as open for (1) public scrutiny and (2) public participation from all possible actors. Additionally, there is an assertion that technological design must itself be open and participated in a meta-ICT-mediation as evidenced by: the initiative’s side-project, Metadecidim, where citizens are able to have their say on the process and the technology, in the assumption that anyone can contribute to the design of ICT-mediation structures.

But technology should not be a barrier and should be as transparent and invisible as possible. As discussed before, there is no trade-off between online and offline participation, but complementarity. In this sense, the ICT platform has two main roles. The first and most evident one, to enable online participation. But the second—and probably most important one—to act as a central solution for knowledge management for any kind of participation. Thus, its design will provide at least (1) centralized valid information, (2) online deliberation spaces and support for offline deliberation spaces and (3) publicity of the results.

The idea to provide online ways to participate comes from the belief that some people will find it easier (e.g. people with disabilities, people with tight personal schedules, people not affiliated to civic organizations). There is the belief that a central place for information and gathering proposals and deliberation will give prominence to better or more supported proposals, reduce noise and, in general, organize participation effectively.

When we compare offline vs. online participation, and individual vs. collective participation, the shift in meaning is from atomized and competitive participation to networked and collaborative participation, something that arguably could be better achieved through ICTs, in the same way that
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18 In the classical poliitical sense of the term.
19 CONSUL, in its first incarnation, then a brand new solution.
free software is developed.

4.5.3 Shifts in Norms: Institutional mediation

From a normative approach to transparency as accountability we see a decisive move towards an approach to transparency as a necessary requisite to collective policy-making in decidim.barcelona. This is a crucial change as the political environment in Spain (Peña-López, 2017) in general is very far from this new normative approach, following the trend established with the restitution of democracy in 1978.

Additionally, as a response to disenchantment and disaffection, decidim.barcelona believes in going beyond “listening” to the citizens and “engage” them instead. In this vein, transparency and government responsiveness become goals in themselves, as a result of which institutions become more open and closer to the citizens.

Unlike the past, where the administration is at the top of the hierarchy, in a network society the administration is thought to be just a node albeit an important one in the big network of policy-making, made up by other administrations, experts, the citizens affected by public decisions and the citizenry at large. Of course, the administration is an important node, even a hub that concentrates more power and information than other nodes, but a node that facilitates networks and not force hierarchies. In this sense, transparency and accountability are also perceived not only as responsiveness but as the necessary currency for participation in the network society.

To summarize, information is open at three levels:

- Total disclosure of all information on the participatory process as a necessary input for deliberation.
- Total disclosure of all information on the participatory process, including goals and procedures, actors, roles, expected outcomes and political commitments.
- Total disclosure of all information on the technological platform: design, governance, accountability.

Further, what’s new is the commitment of the government to taking results as binding and communicate to citizens that their participation is worth the effort. This commitment, to take results as binding applies to both government and citizens alike, thus adding legitimacy of the whole process.

Although secrecy and privacy are guaranteed as a right[^20], the city council highly encourages the citizen to share one’s thoughts publicly and openly, to increase the spread and depth of the debate – and, indirectly, make the consultation more binding by escalating social pressure.

Regarding the emergent norms of participation, there are two matters to points to consider. The first one is the aim to have a fair balance in the type of actors inputting into the participation process. This is achieved by weighting down “usual suspects” in citizen participation (i.e. well organized civic organizations that are or not representative from the whole, or even from the main interests of the city), and urging them to bring more people that back them or their proposals into the debate.

The second matter is the granularity of participation, which is increased by the new digital platform in at least two ways as it allows degrees of participation, from organizing an event to just backing a proposal, including submitting new proposals or commenting on existing ones and also enables participation in a given place (e.g. district) or a given topic, without the need to participate in the whole strategic plan. This makes it easy for citizens to participate according to one’s knowledge or interest. It also promotes the idea that any minor contribution can be helpful, and can contribute to

[^20]: See next section
increase the legitimacy of a given proposal. The bottom-up approach also reduced instances of trolling during the whole participatory process: with just two recorded cases out of literally thousands of contributions.

Shifts in norms have occurred within the government as well. The new participation platform has implied the mobilization of circa 100 people and a big amount of work to engage public servants, especially those in the department of participation and the district offices. But the important shift was in the functioning of the city council, which had mostly lacked a culture of participation, as stated by some managers of the project. Thus, there was the need to create new coordination structures at two different levels: areas or topics, and the territory or the districts and the neighborhoods. It also required speeding up the slow tempo of the administration, and to establish and coordinate public-private partnerships. It is worth noting that it is not that the city council was actually understaffed—although new hiring, around 30% of the total workforce—had to be made or externalized. The issue was that the administration was prepared for citizen service, but not for participation. As a change in culture, decidim.barcelona is not a one-time project, but a new way to do politics in the long term. In this sense, the effort is seen in terms of an investment.

In the long term, there is a political strategy that is unfolding alongside this shift in norms to extend the platform and the initiative as a whole and embed it in as many processes as possible. Public servants will be able to manage their own projects (and knowledge intensive processes) better. There can be convergences with other municipalities and supra-municipal organizations, and possibly other political parties.

4.5.4 Shifts in Norms: ICT-mediation

If the field of legitimation has witnessed some important shifts in norms—as tacit and explicit—, we believe that the shift in norms due to ICT-mediation has been much lower. And we believe that this lower impact of ICT-mediation on norms has been sought and that it is a positive aspect of the participation program.

If the field of legitimation has witnessed some important shifts in norms—as tacit as explicit—, we believe that the shift in norms due to ICT-mediation has been much lower if any. There has been a conscious effort to ensure that the shift to ICT-mediation does not cause significant normative upheavals for citizens. One of the main concerns of the City Council was that decidim.barcelona represented a deep change in how citizen participation occurred and that technology would therefore represent a psychological barrier. There was a thus a need to stress that this was not a participatory process just for “geeks and that the technology intensive mechanism was just a sign of changing times.”. Effort was also made to keep technology as simple and transparent as possible so as not to exclude some collectives or affect participation negatively.

To begin with, graphic designers, user experience designers and developers worked together to create a friendly environment both for managers and end-users (e.g. citizens, facilitators, rapporteurs). There was training for facilitators, kiosks were set up all over the city and offline and online initiatives were conducted in parallel.

Residents of Barcelona were required to prove their residency where needed to be able to vote on proposals on the platform. Non-residents could participate in everything in the participatory process except voting. To demonstrate citizenship, a check to validate their data was performed against the municipality registry. Once the system checked the citizen as a resident, no personal data was kept, meaning that anyone could participate with a pseudonym to keep their identity anonymous to the public.

Other matters as integrity, non-repudiation and confidentiality were—and still are—dealt by means of the meta-analysis (the Metadecidim side-project) and by the free software community around
the project21. Total openness of the project (and not only code, but all procedures) enable scrutiny by the public at large. The ICT platform allows almost real time analysis for the project managers and timely reporting for accountability of the results by the citizens. An addition is the presentation of data. Visualizations are included in the reporting which facilitates the understanding of complex data.

In summary, the use of the technological solution did not affect negatively any collective or former participation practice, but, in any case, enlarged the number of people and collectives being able to participate while improving the existing practices. On the other hand, the City Council also gave up sovereignty over the ownership and design of the platform and gave it away to the community, the community of developers when it comes to technical issues, the society at large when it comes to scrutiny of processes. And maybe this is the only true but meaningful shift in norms from the ICT-mediation point of view: shedding light onto the once black box of citizen participation.

4.5.5 Shifts in Power: Institutional Mediation

The shifts in meaning and the shifts in norms have inevitably let to serious shifts in power. Seen from a distance, the shifts may not seem that important, especially in quantitative terms. It is undeniably true that most decisions are made at the very same place and by the very same people and in the very same ways than before decidim.barcelona took place. But for those decisions made under the influence—or under the direct binding effects of the participatory initiative—the changes are qualitatively huge. Also, if we take into account the increasing pervasiveness of the initiative in everyday life, and the change of culture that was embedded in the initiative, they become significant.

There are two clear shifts of power in the loci of authority. First, from institutions to citizens. Second, from civil organizations to individual citizens. Given that the government returned a certain degree of sovereignty to the citizens, but that it did not do it in the traditional way (i.e. transferring some power to civic organizations or the organized civil society), citizens now have a say, a binding say, in some strategic matters.

This change is accompanied by a change in the layers of intermediation. Some part or the participation has been totally dis-intermediated. While it has often been contended that a technological layer does constitute a subtler but equally real degree of intermediation, what makes decidim.barcelona different is that it is not a closed box a closed box that performed some actions through a closed algorithm. The technology layer is completely open and collaborative but does work predictively.

This shift in power in matters of intermediation from civic organizations to individual citizens (and not to technological intermediaries) does not come without compensation to civic organizations. They are also given a greater degree of sovereignty and tools to be more efficient, effective and legitimacy —. We see, then, the strengthening of civil organizations as intermediaries in given topics where they hold special legitimacy or are seen as experts and in environments where noise was high (asymmetry of information, lack of knowledge to process it, lack of consensus, etc.). In these cases, assemblies and events become more productive thanks to more information, facilitation and mandatory reporting, including the fact that results are integrated and weighted in the central platform. With regard to inclusion, we have already shown how minorities and excluded communities could and actually did participate more (and, one would adventure to say, better). And this was done without the threat of trade-offs between communities that could have been benefited in detriment of others. The various interests and competing claims were accommodated by enabling deliberation. Lastly, collective interests, that took form in face-to-face events, were taken

21 All the code of the platform is uploaded and maintained from the project’s account at GitHub
See https://github.com/AjuntamentdeBarcelona/decidim-barcelona
for the actual version of the platform and https://github.com/AjuntamentdeBarcelona/decidim.barcelona-legacy
for the one that was actually used for the PAM 2016-2019
into account by weighting their participation on a given proposal, so that individual interests were not over-represented in relative terms.

In terms of shifts of power there are two issues: technical acceptance –understood as the legal or factual feasibility of a given proposal– and political acceptance –understood as the compatibility of a given proposal within the programmatic priorities of the political term. The latter aspect has been found somewhat “abusive” by some, as in some ways it arbitrarily leaves out some proposals because they will not fit in the government’s electoral program. But, seen from the point of view of programmatic accountability, it only tries to commit to a balance between the will of the participants in the direct democracy exercise and the will of those who participated in the previous exercise of representative democracy. E.g. if the party in office had in its program to foster public transportation, it seems fair that most initiatives to benefit private cars –or directly restrict public transportation– would be disregarded.

To sum up, the shifts in power can be explained on lines of the scheme devised by Welzel et al. (2003). There was an objective change, in the way the proposals were accepted (all but the ones technically or politically infeasible) and how they were tracked for compliance (the binding terms and transparency for accountability). There was a subjective change in the way the process was facilitated with the aim to bring confidence to the citizen and empower them to deliberate and make decisions. And there was an effective change in norms – in the inner organization and culture of the City Council, the infrastructures (democratic and technological ones) and provided governance means for further changes, the intake of new participants, and the fact that people participated more intensively in proposal building.

4.5.6 Shifts in Power: ICT-mediation

The openness of the platform, with all the technology available in Github, and the governance structures around it like the Metadecidim sub-project can be seen as an important shift in power in ICT-mediated citizen engagement. In Marxist terms, these infrastructures act as the substructure that determine the behaviour of the superstructure. This has led to large: amounts of information in the hands of the citizens, increased circulation due to massive sharing of information. It has also led to a decisive shift of power from representative democracy to direct democracy through a technological backbone that allows deliberative processes without intermediation due to the possibility to participate directly in the very backbone or central office of the participatory process; the fact that citizens have the possibility to submit proposals and not only vote the ones made by the government; the lack of intermediation of deliberation is non intermediated, either by the government or by civic organizations; and the importance of a total lack of “political noise” when it comes to debating pros and cons of the initiatives, as the For instance, government’s officials will not participate in this phase of the debate but act as silent and invisible observers.

Decidim.barcelona was not only inspired but backed by its predecessor in Madrid, Decide Madrid. They shared the platform\(^{22}\) and they shared some protocols and, above all, they shared the ethos. The more cities that join this or a similar way of participating, the easier it will be that their citizens “synchronize” in the long (or medium) term. It would seem natural that the famous “think globally, act locally” motto could become actionable if citizens are able to actually participate globally through similar platforms allowing for a global arena for deliberation and a local arena for action. This is, by all means, the creation of a network of cities, which is able to synchronize the policies of its local nodes at the network level. However, it remains to be seen if they can challenge the power of a state.

\(^{22}\) Not anymore, but did initially
4.6 Analysis: The Citizen Side

4.6.1 Shifts in Meaning: Institutional Mediation

In the case of *decidim.barcelona*, the assumptions about governance and public service delivery from the citizen point of view are similar to the assumptions the government makes because the party in office arose from citizen movements. In fact, these citizen movements had two main mottos back in 2011: “they do not represent us” and “real democracy now”.

As official sociological barometers on the state of politics and democracy show, from circa 2004 onwards to 2014-2015, there has been an extended feeling among citizens that politicians either do not care about people, do not know about people’s issues or are corrupt. For many, the 15M Spanish *Indignados* Movement was the confirmation that things did not work in politics and that people were well aware of it.

Hence, two different courses of action can be taken. For those still confident in the representation system, to improve its quality by increasing transparency and accountability, not to speak about institutional design. For those having lost all confidence in the representation system, the option is to move towards direct democracy.

If technology had been crucial in the events of the days between the 11 March 2004 train bombings in Madrid and the 14 March 2004 elections, technology was even more decisive during the 15M camps and demonstrations. The disappointing promise of Politics 2.0 was giving way to technopolitics. The disenchantment with institutional politics and the possibility to self-organize was contributing to the idea that DIY politics was a valid alternative and that things could get done by “hacking” the (political) system.

Although the idea to participate in an extra-representative or extra-institutional way is not exactly new, the philosophy behind it is, being to eliminate intermediaries thanks to the empowerment and self-governance that comes with ICTs. This is an important shift in meaning in matters of signification and creating in Gramscian terms, a new cultural hegemony. In its more extreme version, new civil society movements -- fluid and amorphous -- favor circumvention over engaging with governments and in the most optimistic scenario, keeping their involvement at a managerial level but leaving political decisions to the citizen. On the other end, the parties emerging from these movements are a solution of compromise trying to translate the ethos of the movements inside institutions.

In this later scenario we have to frame the positioning of many citizens before participation and political engagement – despite these citizens having voted or not for the party in office in the City Council of Barcelona. The claims for some “devolution of sovereignty” or, at least, for some “improvement of democracy” are shared by a majority of left-wing voters (53.27 % in the local elections) and by an important share of the center and center-right voters (36.26 %).

The results of the participatory process and, an assessment of the same, point to a major acceptance of the initiative. what is Importantly, citizens believe the promises of the government are congruous with the process. This of course does not mean that everyone approves or backs the government itself. Although its scope is seen to be limited, the fact that it began with the four year (or full political term) strategic plan was perceived as an important message, that has been reinforced since by the proliferation of other (minor) participatory processes. Finally, the fact that the platform and participatory design is being embraced by other cities and supra-municipal organizations ruled by different parties from quite different political colors has been a strong
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23 Peña-López, 2013
24 We can actually track anarchism to the XIXth century.
statement for the new approach, creating major citizen consensus about it.

4.6.2 Shifts in Meaning: ICT-mediation

As highlighted before, the government succeeded in avoiding diverting or displacing citizen practices from one place to another, by destroying some participation arenas in benefit of newer ones, but it respected and actually enhanced the existing participation mechanisms.

While this is still true from the citizen point of view, it is also true that the disclosure of new spaces, the virtual ones, was very important and ICTs had a crucial role in this. The possibility to engage and participate in virtual ways was not only new (or relatively new) to the citizen, but also transformative. In two ways. First, it enabled dis-intermediation from civic organizations. Secondly, open participation and the possibility to extend the debates on social networking sites enabled casual engagement and deliberation, which, when added up, turned into richer and more extensive debates.

This later point is not minor, when most digital participation is labeled as “slacktivism”. Increasing the granularity of participation and acknowledging this sort of casual participation was welcomed by many, as the numbers of comments and endorsements tell. The visualization of the informal networks created around discussions clearly shows how rich these discussions can be and the power they hold for a citizen to be recognized as someone who can contribute to the public debate.

This granularity and casual ways to participate (possibility to propose initiatives, possibility to debate and/or improve initiatives, possibility to endorse initiatives, possibility monitor by subscribing to initiatives, topics or by district) only increases the legitimacy and perceived honesty of the initiative, and it is made possible only by the digital platform.

But again, these are new contributions due to ICT-mediation (or ICT enhancement, to speak more properly, as we have shown) and they do not seem to play any substitution or trade-off with other traditional ways of participation. And, if any, it is increasing the satisfaction of these other traditional ways, places or collectives used to participate or interact with the government. They find they have more tools in their hands and that their demands or comments are appropriately gathered and reported to the main website, where they will join the global (in the sense of the global city) debate. So, what we see—and probably will see more in the future—is a progressive convergence of spaces, where face-to-face is completed online, and online is backed by offline events, just like what happened in the camps and assemblies during the 15M demonstrations, which interacted one with each other through virtual spaces and back.

4.6.3 Shifts in Norms: Institutional Mediation

We have seen in previous sections, that in general participation had highly been discouraged by institutions and, thus, citizens have begun to feel disengaged. The crisis of legitimacy of the recent years has only worsened the situation (Peña-López, 2013). *Decidim.barcelona* is perceived as a radical shift in this norm, aspiring to re-legitimate citizen participation. There are three aspects that back this statement. The first is the fact that the citizenry was consulted about something. Of course, there have been consultations but the pervasiveness of the PAM 2016-2019 does not compare with that of the PAM 2012-2015. This was perceived by many citizens as a new turn in the state of things. The second, that outcomes of participation was binding. Again, this was new in an environment where legal binding is seldom regarded, not to speak about moral binding. Third, that participation took place in an almost neutral terrain and was not mediated. This is different from what happened in the camps and assemblies during the 15M demonstrations, which interacted one with each other through virtual spaces and back.

---

25 We believe, as the external assessment of the plan also states (tecnopolitica.net, 2015a), that the PAM 2012-2015 was a good initiative. But it was good according to the established rules. As we are trying to explain here, its successor was not only good but transgressor.

26 Broken electoral promises, fights in courts between different Administrations because one of them is not following the agreements reached or even the law, corruption, etc.
from other traditional ways to participate in municipalities, which tend to get concentrated in official hearings or formal sessions, and led by a politician or high-rank public servant with a more or less structured agenda. This works towards removing most invisible barriers to do with (self-perceived) legitimacy and (self-perceived) political efficacy.

4.6.4 Shifts in Norms: ICT-mediation

One of the most obvious shifts evident in decidim.barcelona is the absolute acknowledgement that code is law (Lessig, 2009), and being able to cope with ICTs will become one of the fundamental capabilities of the citizen in the nearest future. But technological platforms require technological skills, and social interaction happening in virtual spaces requires digital capabilities that go beyond basic technological and informational literacy—netiquette, knowledge management, digital identity, transmedia communication—which are required to make these new avenues.

Despite the fact that the government attempted to preserve traditional ways of participation, it is also true that some aspects of the participatory process could only unfold at the digital platform, especially access to information and, exclusively, accountability.

First, the online platform became the unique, central back-end of all planning and participation in the municipality. This not only posited a challenge for the working culture of the administration and for the skills of the public servants, but also for the citizens, who saw how information, knowledge management and participation as part of the same political process and not discrete sub-sets.

This shift can be understood as a challenge and as an opportunity. As a challenge because it can become a driver of exclusion. As an opportunity because it represents a clear step forward to a more comprehensive approach to politics and governance, where pieces are more interconnected to each other. This new way to participate, actively, rather than in a passive way, is more complex, more engaging, more rewarding, but also more demanding of personal resources and capabilities, ICTs skills among them.

So far, facilitation, on the one hand, and weighting of participation for collective participation, on the other hand, seems to have been enough to avoid a situation where tech-savvy citizens monopolize the platform. But there is evidence of the contrary in many other experiences of e-participation when they have scaled up. Thus, this remains a point to be addressed in the near future.

As data show us, there are differences in topics and in proposals depending on their source—those presented at offline events and those submitted online. The debate is also somewhat difficult and supports and endorsements vary from one place to another. The good part is that opening a new space brought with it new ideas and new people. But this means that either there are efforts so that the "old" people with their "old" ideas populate the new spaces, or there is the probability that they will all fade out should the virtual channel become more popular or more supported by the government.

4.6.5 Shifts in Power: Institutional Mediation

If the shift in power in terms of the government was a devolution of sovereignty in what related to decision and policy-making, the shift of power in terms of the citizens is clearly in agenda setting. There is now a more distributed balance of power between the government and civic organizations, and between civic organizations and individual citizens. Additionally, the possibility to make proposals directly, in a disintermediated way and only within very broad limitations, shifts power not only in the moment of deciding (e.g. in the moment of voting this or that option), but in the moment of setting the agenda for the debate; what topics do we want to debate and how.

In this sense, there also is a shift in power from (mainstream) media to the citizen, which is somewhat new and had only been slightly contested with the popularization of the Web 2.0,
especially blogs, and after that with social networking sites. But it is one thing to contest mainstream media, it is another matter to contest them in the field of official agenda setting: agenda setting is now built collaboratively, by making proposals at the website. The monopoly of the administration or media stands broken or, at least, weakened and definitely challenged.

Indeed, not only does the government enable this shift in power in agenda setting, but it also encourages wide publicity of the issues by inviting citizens and making it easy to share their proposals and comments out of the digital platform and onto social media. The final results show that this increase of participation has meant an increase in the number of proposals which, interestingly enough are quite evenly distributed geographically and evenly distributed by topic. The shift of power has also implied an increase in plurality and representativeness. This means that there was an increase in the participation of minorities and/or an increase in the participation of groups that used to act outside of institutions or established democratic organizations (including civic organizations themselves, of course). This qualitative change might imply some degree of disruption in terms of the knowledge gap hypothesis, that people with less education or income could have joined in higher degrees than in previous times. However, education and income still affect participation in significant ways.

Quantity was accompanied by quality, as there was much more deliberation (at least measured by exchanges of comments, endorsements, votes and contributions in general) and much more publicity of the issues at stake. It is difficult to say, though, that the new platform did not imply an increase of pluralism and diversity. On the contrary, it is arguable that ICT-mediated spaces in citizen engagement did not become echo-chambers but instead facilitated dialogue through deliberation and casual serendipity.

The maps of networks traced thanks to data on digital exchanges also suggest that there was some decrease in partisan politics, enabling more plural deliberations and the creation of bridges between extra-representative participation and institutional politics. This could have been led by new appointed informal leaders, some of them guiding some conversations, but not monopolizing them.

In general, data show that citizens –especially those who participated– found the experience satisfactory as did promoters (i.e. the government) and other intermediaries such as civil society organizations.

4.6.6 Shifts in Power: ICT-mediation

There is a parallelism of the two main shifts in power from the citizen point of view, those related with institutional mediation and those related with ICT-mediation. We said, concerning institutional mediation, that we considered more important the shift of power in agenda setting rather than the obvious shift of power in the sheer fact of participation as deliberating and voting. In ICT-mediation, the technological agenda setting is an important shift, that is, being able to co-design and co-develop the tool (and its embedded protocols and procedures).

If designing institutions and political procedures can end up being more important than taking part in them, the same, thus, can apply to technology, especially when it is increasingly intertwined and embedded with most social acts and manifestations. The people behind the design and production of the digital platform made a tremendous effort to make it open, understandable and to break it into different parts its components – human-computer interaction, graphic design and user experience, data management and data visualization, privacy and security, performance and features, etc. The Metadecidim project was precisely created to push forward this shift of power. But the issue of technological sovereignty is still arcane, despite the name quickly resonates with other sovereignties which we are familiar with: human rights, civil liberties etc.

27 Based on the data for participation in the poorer districts.
Case Study: Spain

For the shift in power in ICT-mediation to take full effect, three advances are needed. High level of techno-capabilities, which is required to make the best of the online platform (fetch specific information, monitoring, accountability of the process and results), higher level of techno-capabilities to engage in the meta-level of participation (take part in the design of the platform itself) and awareness on the two former issues.

This reflection concludes with an issue that has been discussed before: the network of open and participatory cities. There is a substantial leap that the digital platform can perform to shift power: articulating global responses by synchronizing local demands.

Of course, the leap has to be pushed forward at the political level. But the example of decidim.barcelona shows it only requires a small push from governments to enable local participation to have a global voice. Nowadays, citizens, non-resident in Barcelona can participate in almost the whole participatory process of Barcelona. And similar things will happen elsewhere once the system and the procedures are adopted by many other municipalities, as it is beginning to happen. It is a matter of time that municipalities can coordinate efforts at the network level—or the citizens will hack the system to do it instead, by circumventing, once again, governments. In times where—as we have seen in the case of Spain—there is global disaffection in the ways that states handle politics, this becomes a viable option.

5. Conclusion

It is quite evident that decidim.barcelona has increased the amount of information in the hands of the citizens and has gathered more citizens around key issues. There has been an increase in participation and proposal deliberation towards the municipality strategic plan. As pluralism has seemingly increased without dislodging existing social capital, we can only think that the increase of participation has led to an improvement of democracy, especially in what concerns the legitimacy of the decisions made.

This can be summarized in four key points that define government-led technopolitical processes:

- Deliberation becomes the new democracy standard
- Openness as the pre-requisite for deliberation
- Accountability and legislative footprint as an important by-product to achieve legitimacy
- Participation leads to more pluralism and stronger social capital, which fosters deliberation, thus closing the (virtuous) circle of deliberative democracy

Although the scheme may be simple, it already features most of the components of a new democratic participation in the digital age. A simplified scheme for Open Government (Figure 5) in Peña-López (2016) which presents the three main components of open government – participation, transparency and collaboration, the communication framework – government 2.0 – and the meta-component of the open government project itself.

Decidim.barcelona more or less already includes all these components. Besides the evident participation component, transparency is present in the design of the project in all stages, procedures, inputs and outputs. In addition, collaboration is fostered by the project in many ways.: to collaborate in defining the strategic plan for the municipality. And to collaborate by also collaborating, among peers or within institutions and organizations. Indeed, some of the proposals themselves already include collaboration-based initiatives. The government 2.0 component was also crucial in the makings and diffusion of the project, both by the organization of the process as by the citizens themselves. Last, but not least, the project features its own “meta-project”, which not explains the design and evolution of the project but puts it in the context and network of similar
initiatives, as *Decide Madrid* or the upcoming ones. What remains to be measured and analyzed is the strength and stability of the new relationships of power and how exactly they will challenge the preceding systemic structures and lead to newer ones. Some aspects have been identified in new relationships amongst citizens, organizations and institutions, and the creation of new tacit communities, para-organizations and relational spaces. Notwithstanding, the experience of *decidim.barcelona* is yet to have gone through enough iterations to be able to become more clearly defined.

Figure 5: A Simplified Scheme for Open Government

The transformative citizen engagement initiated by *decidim.barcelona*, though has established some reference points that will have to be thoroughly measured and compared with former parameters as guiding lines for defining and assessing democracy.

- The diminishing role of intermediation and traditional institutions (e.g. governments) and civic organizations, in favour of individual participation and new liquid collectives and para-institutions.
- The increasing role of deliberation, of informed deliberation, measured more than in the number of proposals submitted in the number of interactions and exchanges between participants, tacit – as in supports or comments – or explicit, as in real communications between participants in the digital platform, in events or in social networking sites.
- The balance amongst institutions (representation), experts (local leaders) and individual
citizens, which now create a new ecosystem of actors with the addition of new roles and new relationships among them. There is an increase in the amount of networks and communities, a multiple, liquid and reconfiguring affiliation to these networks that sometimes are indistinguishable from ad-hoc clustering.

These new parameters of technopolitical participation go hand in hand with three levels of design of technopolitical participation:

- Access to information, in order to provide the necessary input and, context necessary for quality deliberation.
- Access to deliberation spaces, with multiple, distinct and distributed agorae with different compositions, goals and facilitation designs.
- Access to tools, including technological tools, organization architectures, procedures and protocols, and any other kind of resources (including human and financial ones) that facilitate deliberation, make it happen, conduct and coordinate initiatives and, in the end, collect the outputs so that they be implemented to achieve the desired outcomes.

The key points that define government-led technopolitical processes, in addition to the new three levels of design of technopolitical participation can lead, in our opinion, to global synchronization of e-participation in municipalities. That is, the tacit—or explicit—creation of networks of municipalities that, while acting locally, can resonate and generate global agendas. These global agendas, deeply rooted in their local communities, can benefit from high degrees of legitimacy, social sustainability and the strength of the formal and informal ties of both the organized civil society and individual citizens at large. Things may or may not happen this way. There are too many variables in an increasingly complex world to be taken into account. But the paths are beginning to be paved, and the pace is gaining momentum.
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Instal·lació alfa de la plataforma: http://barcelona-participa.herokuapp.com

Ajuntament de Barcelona repository on GitHub of the decidim.barcelona platform: https://github.com/AjuntamentdeBarcelona/barcelona-participa/
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Case Study: Spain

Barcelona Open Government portal:
http://governobert.bcn.cat/

Barcelona Transparency portal:
http://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/transparencia/

Barcelona Open Data portal:
http://opendata.bcn.cat/
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## Annex 1: Research Probes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government -end analysis</th>
<th>Institutional Mediation Probes</th>
<th>ICT Mediation Probes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.1 Signification / shift in meaning</strong></td>
<td><strong>Political ethos and participation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Individual vs. collective participation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Why <em>Decidim.Barcelona</em>? What relationship does it have with the 15M Spanish <em>Indignados</em> Movement and their demands?</td>
<td>17. How are online and offline participation intertwined?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Why is participation good? Is it a devolution of sovereignty? Surrendering to citizen pressure? Why is it better than &quot;professional&quot; representation?</td>
<td>18. How is collective participation weighed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Will everyone be able to participate?</td>
<td>19. What does work better, new proposals or commenting on others?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How is this different from other ways of participation (assemblies, hearings, plenaries)?</td>
<td>20. Does this build deliberation? Does this build consensus? How are agreements reached?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Why will people be willing to participate?</td>
<td>21. How is trolling addressed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. What role for established civil society organizations? Are we fostering individual participation?</td>
<td>22. How are strategies to dominate the debate addressed/prevented?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Why a need for citizen profile/file in the online platform?</td>
<td>23. How can proposals be analyzed? Can they be exported? Using filters? Can they be managed by groups so that organizations can handle the ones they have interests in?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Traceability and transparency</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24. How are decisions traced along all their path?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure governance and relationship with political ethos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Why a free software platform? What does this mean for infrastructure governance?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Can the ethos of FLOSS be transported into political participation?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. What kind of coordination with other instances of the City Council (affected by the platform design)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. What relationships with other cities aiming at running similar initiatives and with the same technology (Consul)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. How is the whole process transparent?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. How is technology invisible to the user?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Barriers and exclusion vectors |  
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 27. How are the digital divides taken into account and corrected? |  
| 28. What is the impact of (a) having to log in and (b) having to validate your account? |  
| 29. What are the differences in participation between validated and non-validated users? |  

| 1.2 Legitimation / shift in norms | Engagement |  
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 30. How is participation fostered? |  
| 31. How is participation facilitated for success? |  

Internal liability of the decisions in the participatory processes

| Identity and content |  
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 38. How is identity/authentication validated? |  
| 39. How is integrity, non-repudiation and confidentiality dealt with in the platform? |  

Meta-analysis and performance

---

28 Prove you are a Barcelona resident.
8. How are the decisions on the platform liable for the city council?

9. What kind of coordination with other instances of the City Council (affected by the platform decisions)?

10. Any vision of what to do with the (presumably) new leaders that will emerge from the platform?

11. How is decidim.barcelona inspired in the way Barcelona En Comú is organized and looks at party participation and deliberation in general?

**External liability of the decisions in the participatory processes (putting together liability and political ethos)**

12. What relationship with Decide Madrid? What kind of coordination?

**Policies and strategies**

40. How (statistically) representative is the population of members registered to the platform as a sample of the total population?

41. How is the design of the platform adapted according to meta-data analysis?

42. What exploitation of the meta-data is performed? (e.g. kinds of proposals per district, age, etc.)

43. Is there a reporting of the performance of the site?

44. How is performance/quality assured? (i.e. beyond the raw total number of participations or registered participants)

**Meta-participation**

45. What are the normative commitments that the City Council is accepting by accepting the (more or less) given design of the platform?

46. How is the technical discussion with other users of the platform (Consul) re-shaping or re-designing the initial participation strategy?

47. How open is the City Council to accept changes of design of the platform suggested (explicitly or tacitly) by developers in

---

29 Barcelona En Comú: political party founded in 2014 after the 15M Spanish Indignados Movement branch in Barcelona crystalized in a non-formal gathering of assemblies and networks. Now in office at the City Council of Barcelona.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32. What is the relationship of the initiative with the strategy on Open Government and on Open Data?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33. How is the initiative related to the Spanish and Catalan laws on Transparency (e.g. registry of lobbies)? And to transparency and/or e-government rankings?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34. How is the whole process – diagnosis, deliberation, negotiation, decision-making, accountability – embedded/referred to in the participatory initiative?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overlapping services/windows/entry points</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35. How have internal procedures been changed/adapted to accommodate the initiative?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36. How have other official gatherings (e.g. city council plenaries, meetings with lobbies and/or civil society organizations, etc.) been changed/adapted to accommodate the new initiative?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37. In what sense Decidim Barcelona substitutes or complements other open channels? What is their future?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domination/shift in power</th>
<th>48. Under what conditions are proposals accepted?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49. How are proposals tracked for compliance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50. How are proposals tracked for re-design or re-submission when not accepted due to technical terms?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective change(^{31})</td>
<td>51. How are citizens changing their behaviour after the initiative (e.g. shifting from one platform to another one, increasing participation, etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52. What is the citizen acceptance of the initiative? Their valuation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective change(^{32})</td>
<td>53. How has the internal organization chart changed after setting up the initiative (see also #35, #36 &amp; #37)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54. How have the main points or locus of decision-making been shifted due to Decidim Barcelona (see also questions #35, #36 &amp; #37)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55. How has the platform affected the voice of the organized civil society and their representatives (see also question #6)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57. What is the usage that citizens are doing of meta-data (see also questions #41, #42 &amp; #43)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58. What is the usage that mainstream media are doing of meta-data (see also questions #41, #42 &amp; #43)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-design</td>
<td>59. What is the participation of the citizens in the design of the platform (e.g. through the GitHub repository)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60. How are citizens comparing Barcelona Decidim with similar initiatives (e.g. Decide Madrid)? (you mean a comparison of the uptake of Barcelona Decidim with similar initiatives?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61. How are citizens comparing Barcelona Decidim with other deliberation tools (especially those used by post-15M Indignados Movement parties and platforms)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{31}\) Cit.sup.

\(^{32}\) Cit.sup.
56. Has the platform identified new relevant actors?  
Have they been invited to participate elsewhere?  
Have they been invited to participate in regular meetings/be members of consulting boards?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citizen-end analysis</th>
<th>Institutional Mediation Probes</th>
<th>ICT-Mediation Probes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Signification / shift in meaning</td>
<td>(see also questions in section 1.1.a)</td>
<td>(see also questions in section 1.1.b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aims for participation</td>
<td>62. What is the acceptance of the premises of the 15M Spanish <em>Indignados</em> Movement? What is the acceptance of a “political axis” related to regeneration of democracy (besides the traditional right-left or social axis)?</td>
<td>71. Is citizen participation shifting from one place to another? Is the platform crowding out other ways of participation? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63. What claims for a “devolution of sovereignty” are citizens (explicitly or tacitly) making?</td>
<td>72. Is citizen participation now increasing elsewhere?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64. Is it discontent with the government of an aim for co-management or co-decision-making that drives citizens towards participation?</td>
<td>73. Are other (digital) spaces now converging (by changing their strategies) towards Decidim Barcelona (i.e. using Decidim Barcelona as their starting and end point)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65. What is the credibility of the initiative (e.g. honest or propaganda)?</td>
<td>Spread of technopolitics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74. Is the debate now more informed (wherever it takes place)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66. What is the perceived utility of the initiative (e.g. will make a change or waste of time)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>New citizen structures</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67. What new intermediaries/platforms/collectives are emerging related to citizen organization or participation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68. What new intermediaries/platforms/collectives are emerging related to citizen organization or participation catalyzed of put under the spotlight by Decidim Barcelona?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69. What (citizen) media outlets have appeared as an answer or reaction to the initiative of Decidim Barcelona?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70. Are mainstream (local) media putting in the public agenda issues raised in the platform?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td><strong>Legitimation /shift in norms</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(see also questions in section 2.1.a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Enhancement of citizen voice</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77. How is Spanish and Catalan law enabling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Digital divides</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82. How did access to digital infrastructures affect participation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78. How do citizens view the likelihood that their actions will have an impact on decision-making? In general and through Decidim Barcelona?</td>
<td>83. How did digital skills affect participation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81. What is the evaluation of the responses given by the government through Decidim Barcelona? Tacitly (through decisions) or explicitly (through messages and communications in the platform)?</td>
<td>84. How did having to participate online (instead of offline) affect participation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76. Are tech-savvy citizens more dominant in the new platform?</td>
<td>79. How is discourse in Decidim Barcelona different from what is found in other institutional spaces?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85. To what extent participating online is the same as participating offline? Is it “real” participation? Better or worse?</td>
<td>96. Are citizens willing that the platform increases its functionalities?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86. To what extent making proposals online is different or the same as offline?</td>
<td>87. To what extent deliberating (e.g. making comments) online is different or the same as offline?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.3 Domination/shift in power**

(see also questions in section 2.3.a)

**Quality of conversation**

79. How is discourse in Decidim Barcelona different from what is found in other institutional spaces?

(see also questions in section 2.3.b)

**Effectiveness**

96. Are citizens willing that the platform increases its functionalities?
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80. How is discourse in Decidim Barcelona different from what is found in other informal spaces? How is it different from what is found in social media (e.g. Twitter)?</td>
<td>97. Are citizens willing that the platform substitutes other participation devices or spaces?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88. What is the degree of citizen satisfaction with the initiative?</td>
<td>98. Do citizens feel more empowered/autonomous in the platform vs. other options?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89. What is the degree of satisfaction with the way the initiative is working?</td>
<td><strong>Exclusion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90. What is the degree of satisfaction with the government for putting out the initiative?</td>
<td>99. Who have been the excluded/damaged/negatively impacted) by the initiative?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91. Can citizens see any outcomes directly related to their participation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extra-representative politics**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92. Have some informal spaces of participation and activism (e.g. assemblies, civic centres, cooperatives become more central?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93. Have some main actors lost some intermediation role after Decidim Barcelona?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94. Have some new leaders emerged?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95. Can we find a positive impact on internal political effectiveness (i.e. self-confidence in one’s own political opinion/position)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Annex 2: Analytical Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government-end analysis</th>
<th>Institutional Mediation Structures</th>
<th>ICT Mediation Structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Signification/shift in meaning</td>
<td><strong>a. What vision of citizen engagement informs emerging governance practices?</strong>&lt;br&gt;• A citizen disengaged and disenchanted with institutional politics.&lt;br&gt;• A massive amount of information in the hands of citizens.&lt;br&gt;• Proliferation of deliberation agorae managed by citizens themselves.&lt;br&gt;• A citizen empowered by ICTs to act on their own by means of technopolitical practices and circumventing institutional channels.</td>
<td><strong>d. In the technological design of e-participation, what meanings and assumptions about participation, citizen will, citizen voice, citizen agency and deliberation are reflected?</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Technological design must be open for (1) public scrutiny and (2) public participation from all possible actors.&lt;br&gt;• The debate about the technological design must itself be open and participated (meta-ICT-mediation).&lt;br&gt;• Assumption that anyone can contribute to the design of ICT-mediation structures.&lt;br&gt;• There is no trade-off between online and offline participation, but complementarity.&lt;br&gt;  o ICT platforms have two main roles: (1) acting as a central solution for knowledge management for any kind of participation and (2) enabling online participation.&lt;br&gt;  o Design must provide at least (1) centralized valid information, (2) online deliberation spaces and support for offline deliberation spaces and (3) publicity of the results.&lt;br&gt;• Some people will have it easier to participate if they can do it online.&lt;br&gt;• Some people will be eager to participate if they can do it online.&lt;br&gt;• A central place for information and gathering proposals and deliberation will give prominence to better or more supported proposals, reduce noise and, in general, organize participation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 1.2 Legitimation/shift in norms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. How are transparency, government responsiveness and social inclusion recast/redefined in emerging governance structures and practices?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• If political disenchantment and disaffection by citizens are true, transparency and government responsiveness become goals in themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transparency and accountability also perceived not only as responsiveness but as necessary pieces in participation in an information and network age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The government seen as yet another node (although an important one) in the network of citizens. Transparency as a component of the gift economy and responsiveness as part of the ethos/trust upon which a network is built.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b. What are the emergent norms for citizen engagement (including policies for e-information, e-consultation, e-decision making)?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Total disclosure of all information on the participatory process as a necessary input for deliberation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Total disclosure of all information on the participatory process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d. How do digitally mediated structures and processes (MIS, big data, biometrics, platform algorithms) influence norms of e-participation design, delivery and uptake?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Technology kept as simple and transparent as possible so as not to exclude some collectives or affect negatively participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Thorough facilitation bot in offline and online channels to ease ICT-mediated participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Total parallelism of offline and online initiatives so as not to exclude some collectives or affect negatively participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contributions open to any citizen. Improvement and increase in the potential pool of contributors (e.g. citizens from other municipalities).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Essential but quite minor verification procedures to guarantee that voting is limited to denizens of the municipality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Meta-participation (participation in the design of the ICT-mediated processes and platforms) highly encouraged.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Case Study: Spain

#### 1.3 Domination/shift in power

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. What changes are evident in the following areas and how do they change state-citizen power:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. in the locus of authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. in the layers of intermediation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. in transparency, accountability and inclusion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Clear shift of locus of authority from institutions to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c. How do techno-design structures and processes of government shift power between state and citizen?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Massive sharing information increases the balance of power between administration and citizen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shifts of power from representative democracy to direct democracy as there is political commitment to take results as binding (within the programmatic lines of the party in office).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### c. How are norms of decision making changing?

- More balanced weighting in all actors: institutions, organizations, lobbies, individual citizens.
- Commitment to take results as binding.
- Commitment, from citizens, to accept the results as binding.
- Granularity matters and widely accepted as a good thing. No need to make “great” or “complete” contributions. Minor contributions are helpful, to say the least, to increase the legitimacy of a given proposal.

- Clear shift of locus of authority from institutions to
- Tacit – and most of the times explicit – assumption that the results are binding and, thus, participation is worth the effort.
- Secrecy and privacy a guaranteed right, but invitation to share one’s thoughts publicly and openly highly encouraged.

- Total disclosure of all information on the technological platform: design, governance, accountability.

- How do techno-design structures and processes of government shift power between state and citizen?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study: Spain</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>citizens.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Clear shift of locus of authority from civil organizations to individual citizens.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strengthening of civil organizations as intermediators in given topics where they hold special legitimacy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strengthening of civil organizations as intermediators in environments where noise was high. Assemblies and events more productive as reporting is mandatory and results integrated and weighted in the central platform.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Total transparency a must, including the design of the participatory process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Total accountability a must, from the values that drive the design of the participatory process to the binding results and political commitment to them.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Almost real-time transparency and accountability on the participatory process itself.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased inclusion of minorities and excluded communities: keeping the traditional channels results in no exclusion of traditional participants, special care for new channels contributes to the inclusion of non-participants.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**b. How are various interests and competing claims accommodated and addressed?**

| • Possibility to make proposals, comment them and endorse them. | • Citizens have the possibility to submit proposals and not only vote the ones made by the government. |
| • Possibility to organize groups to make proposals and to endorse them compatible with individual participation. | • Deliberation is non intermediated and happens among citizens. No “political noise” when it comes to debating pros and cons of the initiatives. |
| • Collective interests taken into account in a weighted | • Civil servants – not politicians – responsible for the first selection of proposals only under a strictly technical (budget, legal) basis. |
way so that individual interests are not over-represented.
- City-council programmatic initiatives or preferences
  the only limit that frames the whole participatory
  process, compatibilizing representative democracy
  with direct democracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citizen-end analysis</th>
<th>Institutional Mediation Structures</th>
<th>ICT-Mediation Structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.1 Signification / shift in meaning</strong></td>
<td><strong>a. What assumptions about governance and public service delivery inform citizen engagement?</strong></td>
<td><strong>c. How are citizenship practices recast through new ICT channels?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Politicians do not care: let representative democracy give way to direct democracy.</td>
<td>- Acknowledgement of the potential of citizens' views.</td>
<td>- Increased legitimacy of the participation process: total disclosure of intentions, specific goals, new actors, new approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Politicians do not know: let representative democracy give way to direct democracy.</td>
<td>- Honest approach to make institutions listen to the citizens.</td>
<td>- Option to participate as a collective and/or on a collective face-to-face event, or individually online.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Politicians are corrupt: let representative democracy give way to direct democracy.</td>
<td>- Possibility to propose initiatives.</td>
<td>- Possibility to debate and/or improve initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The 15M Spanish <em>Indignados</em> Movement was the ascertainment that things do not work in politics and people are well aware of it.</td>
<td>- Possibility to endorse initiatives.</td>
<td>- Search, filter, subscribe to initiatives, topics or by district.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The way the 15M Spanish <em>Indignados</em> Movement took place was the ascertainment that things can be – and especially work – very different in politics.</td>
<td><strong>b. What new civil society formations define citizen</strong></td>
<td><strong>d. How do emerging techno-mediated citizen engagement spaces (portals, mobile-apps, twitter townhalls) impact citizen agency, dialogue, negotiation, and voice and 'right to be heard'?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technopolitics is not Politics 2.0 and is here to stay.</td>
<td>• DIY politics increasingly an attractive idea.</td>
<td>- Possibility to search, filter, subscribe to initiatives, topics or by district.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- DIY politics increasingly an attractive idea.</td>
<td>• The possibility to “hack” politics a more attractive idea rather than being involved in politics.</td>
<td>- Possibility to debate and/or improve initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The possibility to endorse initiatives.</td>
<td><strong>c. How are citizenship practices recast through new ICT channels?</strong></td>
<td>- Search, filter, subscribe to initiatives, topics or by district.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen-end analysis</td>
<td>Institutional Mediation Structures</td>
<td>ICT-Mediation Structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engagement with government? (for eg. new democratic movements)</td>
<td>All traditional democratic institutions (parliaments, parties, unions, non-governmental organizations) are lacking legitimacy, efficacy and effectiveness.</td>
<td>Individuals do not need to be represented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal, network-like movements are more flexible and allow for more granular engagement.</td>
<td>Individuals do not need to be intermediated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is a lack of valid intermediaries between governments and citizen formations.</td>
<td>Increased role and legitimacy of traditional citizen organizations: “now they have a voice” and a participated one (not contradictory with previous statements).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• All traditional democratic institutions (parliaments, parties, unions, non-governmental organizations) are lacking legitimacy, efficacy and effectiveness.</td>
<td>• Debates happen openly and disintermediated – but are reported either automatically (online platform) or by human facilitators (face-to-face events).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Horizontal, network-like movements are more flexible and allow for more granular engagement.</td>
<td>• ICT platforms allow for self-organization by the citizen: proposals, debates (online or offline), commenting, endorsement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• There is a lack of valid intermediaries between governments and citizen formations.</td>
<td>• Citizens can team up with other citizens from other municipalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More and stronger arguments.</td>
<td>o More and stronger arguments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Possibility to lobby on more than one municipality at once.</td>
<td>o Possibility to lobby on more than one municipality at once.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Networked citizens for networked municipalities.</td>
<td>o Networked citizens for networked municipalities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Legitimation/s shift in norms

a. How do new regulatory frameworks enhance/restrict citizen voice? (right to free speech/assembly, content regulation, censorship)

• Regulatory landscape increasingly restrictive in Spain in terms of freedom of speech, especially online.
• Contradictory movements in the institutional political arena where claims for openness, transparency and “listen to the people” are combined with messages for letting citizens out of decision-making (“they do not know”, “it is too complex”).

b. In what way have ICT capabilities become intrinsic to performing citizenship and exercising citizen voice? (i.e. learning to be a citizen)

• The online platform has become the unique, central back-end of all planning and participation in the municipality.
• Information, knowledge management and participation as part of the same political process.
• Taking part in the political process – understanding, participating, monitoring it – require now ICT capabilities if one wants to take full advantage of the improvements. For a traditional approach, ICT skills are just not more needed than
### Citizen-end analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional Mediation Structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Political communication dangerously shifting towards media intensive propaganda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• New participatory processes being an oasis where things can be said and even happen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3 Domination/shift in power

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. How is power distribution evidenced in civic life (citizen participation, citizen will, citizen voice, citizen agency and deliberation)?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Agenda setting is now built collaboratively, by making proposals at the website. No more the monopoly of the Administration or media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Acceptance of proposals, within pre-defined (but wide enough) limits, is a matter of gathering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b. How are citizen perceptions of government responsiveness altered?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Divergent responses at the 15M Spanish <em>Indignados</em> Movement aftermath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• New political parties claiming to embody the 15M ethos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Traditional parties claiming to embody the essence of parliamentary democracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Among this turmoil, new initiatives for participation appear as limited but real improvements to give voice, to aggregate preferences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ICT-Mediation Structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Passive citizenship requires no more skills; active citizenry will increasingly demand ICT capabilities to be fully exercised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Facilitators, training and especial venues (kiosks, libraries, etc.) have been devoted to bridge the digital divide and bridge the two worlds of traditional participation and enhanced participation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c. What techno-capabilities mediate citizen engagement online?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Online platform made easy. Not major “digital knowledge” required to participate – offline traditional participation always an option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Higher level techno-capabilities are more required to make the best of the online platform (fetch specific information, monitoring, accountability of the process and results).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Citizen-end analysis

- Supports/endorsement from all citizens.
- More distributed power from the government, media and civic organizations to individual citizens.
- Increased participation of individuals, in no detriment of the participation by civic organizations.
- More proposals, more evenly distributed geographically, more evenly distributed by topic.
- Much more deliberation.
- Much more publicity of the issues at stake.

### b. Do emerging spaces of citizen engagement reflect/promote pluralism and diversity? (Are ICT-mediated spaces in citizen engagement becoming echo chambers reinforcing the status quo or are they disruptive?)

- Increased participation of minorities.
- Increased participation of groups that used to act outside of institutions or established democratic organizations (including civic organizations).
- Some decrease of partisan politics, enabling more plural deliberations.
- Some disruption in terms of the knowledge gap hypothesis, but not complete – education and income still affecting participation.
- Bridge to extra-representative politics/participation.
- Possibility of appearance (and appointment) of new leaders.

## Institutional Mediation Structures

## ICT-Mediation Structures

- Even higher level techno-capabilities are required to engage in the meta-level of participation: take part in the design of the platform itself.

### d. How do patterns of access impact political voice?

- The possibility to circumvent political representative institutions and civic organizations – extra-representative politics:
  - Increases the scope of voices.
  - Increases the legitimacy of the process, as organizations (in general) can be monopolized by a few voices, unlike individual participation.
- Other intermediaries (small media outlets, civic movements in the margins, etc.) can amplify specific voices that, because they were marginal, they would not have raised the attention of major organizations or intermediaries – the long tail of technopolitics and ICT-mediated participation.